Background: One of the main goals of patient management is the reconstruction of tissue defects following surgical resection for oral cancer. A variety of flaps used for this purpose, the most frequent being a Pectoralis Major Myocutaneous Flap (PMMF). This flap is currently widely used for the reconstruction of different defects of the head and neck.

Methods: Surgical resection of the primary tumor, as well as neck dissection, performed on 29 patients with oral squamous cell carcinoma between 2011–2017 in City Hospital #1 and Surgical Training Clinic of Azerbaijan Medical University. PMMF used for the reconstruction of defects using a deltopectoral flap incision.

Results: In 22 patients (75.8 %) primary healing occurred following a PMMF. Four patients (13.8 %) suffered PMMF necrosis and were took back to the operating room for secondary reconstruction with a deltopectoral flap. In three patients (10.3 %) the skin of the flap underwent necrosis, resulting in the development of an orocutaneous fistula.

Conclusion: Use of PMMF with deltopectoral flap incision enables deltopectoral flap availability. This flap can then used early on or if PMMF fails.
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INTRODUCTION:

Due to the extensive resections that sometimes occur in the surgery of oral cavity tumors, one of the crucial elements of treatment is the reconstruction of formed defects. The closure of defects requires the use of various flaps. Pectoralis Major Myocutaneous Flap (PMMF) has some advantageous Properties in comparison with other flaps.

The Pectoralis Major Myocutaneous Flap is one of the most commonly used flaps for the reconstruction of various defects in the head and neck area. This flap has many distinct advantages, such as repair of the surgical defect following resection and protecting the carotid artery in the neck with its muscular components. These properties make this flap a popular one in the repair of surgical defects.

Besides the advantages of PMMF, there are some disadvantages reported in the literature, such as one that is related to its enormous bulk. During surgery and afterward, the Vascular pedicle that feeds the flap may be injured, leading to necrosis.

In these cases, it is important to replace the flap to reconstruct the defect. The new flap will need to acquire from a new surgical area, and therefore requires a new incision. All this creates more scar tissue in the body and affects the overall health and psychological status of the patient.

This method combines all of the abovementioned issues by making an incision for both the PMMF and the Deltopectoral flap. The pectoralis major flap is then combined with a deltopectoral flap. This can be performed simultaneously or at different stages, if necessary.

This approach has several advantages; namely that the Deltopectoral flap is a random flap which is less likely to undergo necrosis; also, a single incision is used for the PMMF and Deltopectoral flap, creating new surgical area for the Deltopectoral flap if necessary. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the reliability and indications for use of this flap in reconstructive head and neck surgeries.

METHODS:

Surgical resection of the primary tumor and neck dissection performed on 29 patients with squamous cell carcinoma of the oral cavity with subsequent PMMF reconstruction between 2011–2017 in City Hospital N#1 and the Surgical Training Clinic of Azerbaijan Medical University.

Inclusion Criteria

Age group: 30-80-year-old patients with locally advanced oral squamous cell carcinoma.

Exclusion Criteria

Patients with T1-T2 and those who did not undergo neck dissection we excluded from the study.

### Table 1. Patient Data by Primary Tumor Localization and Tumor Size

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Localization of Primary Tumor</th>
<th>Size of Primary Tumor</th>
<th>Number of Patients</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Squamous Cell Carcinoma of Retromolar Trigone</td>
<td>T3</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squamous Cell Carcinoma of Floor of Mouth</td>
<td>T3 –T4</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squamous Cell Carcinoma of Oral Tongue</td>
<td>T3 –T4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Squamous Cell Carcinoma of Buccal Mucosa and Gingiva</td>
<td>T4</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>29</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A Deltopectoral flap incision was made for all patients before lifting. The skin incision is designed as a lower limb of a deltopectoral flap, from the lateral edge of the pectoralis skin island to the anterior axillary fold (Figure 1).

The Pectoralis Major muscle derives its blood supply from the pectoral branch of the thoracoacromial artery and lateral thoracic artery. After dissecting the flap of the chest wall, a subcutaneous tunnel formed under the skin between the neck and chest and the flap passed underneath the skin bridge. The flap is placed into the defect and sutured in two layers.

The donor defect closed primarily. Prophylactic antibiotic therapy and prophylactic anticoagulation used in all patients before and after surgery.

**RESULTS:**

In 22 patients (75.8%) PMMF recovered primarily. Four patients (13.8%) suffered from PMMF necrosis and took back to the operating room. In three patients (10.3%) necrosis of the skin part of the flap developed and an Orocutaneous fistula formed. Two of the patients with PMMF necrosis had SCC of the floor of the mouth, one patient had SCC of the retromolar trigone, and another had SCC of the buccal mucosa. One of the patients with SCC of the floor of mouth underwent marginal resection of the mandible, in another patient, the integrity of the mandible protected. A reconstruction plate used for rebuilding and protection of the mandible. Total necrosis of PMMF found in a patient with neck metastasis of primary cancer of unknown origin.

The purulent inflammation of the recipient wound area was the primary cause of necrosis. This patient underwent three months of radiotherapy before surgery. On postoperative day 5, five patients had necrosis and necrectomy was performed to avoid infectious complications. Deltopectoral flap lifting performed in the third week following necrectomy and liquidation of infec-

![Figure 1: The pectoral mayor flap combined with deltopectoral flap (AN ATLAS OF HEAD AND NECK SURGERY, FOURTH EDITION-Lore & Medina)](image-url)
Figure 2: Patient with T4N3M0 SCC of the gingiva. Reconstruction of neck defect using PMMF after resection of the primary tumor (with mandible segment resection) and comprehensive Radical neck dissection (with skin resection).
tion. The skin pedicle of the deltopectoral flap resected in the third week after flap transfer. The Deltopectoral flap recovered primarily and the Orocutaneous fistula eliminated in all three patients.

**DISCUSSION:**

This brief experience confirms the reliability of PMMF for head and neck reconstruction, as reported in the literature\(^3-10\). Its benefits include excellent viability and reliability of the flap due to its rich blood supply. Large skin defects can be easily covered, along with primary closure of the donor site\(^11\). The only flap loss occurred from a surgical misadventure. Experience with the use of a rib graft has not been favourable. This conforms with other reports. Baek et al\(^5\). reported 2 losses in 5 patients with osteomyocuta-

**Figure 3.** Patient with T4N1M0 SCC of buccal mucosa (involving skin part). Reconstruction with PMMF through defect of buccal space after surgical resection of the primary tumor (with skin part – total resection).
neous flaps and Ariyan\textsuperscript{1,2,11} also suffered 2 losses in 5 cases in which the rib was used. An additional advantage of PMMF is the muscular cover provided by the pedicle to the bare carotid vessels following neck dissection, thus greatly diminishing the incidence of carotid blow-out\textsuperscript{2}.

The whole procedure can accomplish in a single stage; the donor area can be closed primarily in the majority of cases with an insignificant cosmetic or functional deficit. Previously, major ablative procedures in the head and neck required lengthy and multi-stage procedures, and also created cosmetic problems in donor areas. PMMP represents a transformation of that unhappy situation\textsuperscript{4}. PMMF is more convenient due to its anatomical features and the technique is not difficult to learn. The use of this flap strongly recommended for moderate sized defects of the oral cavity, lower face and neck.

Many authors argue that considering the current panorama of head and neck reconstructions, the new approach is the use of the free flap. Despite this fact, PMMF remains an important tool for complex reconstruction of head and neck defects\textsuperscript{7-9}, especially in medical centers where free flaps are not routinely available\textsuperscript{12}.

Therefore, during the most complex reconstructions (e.g., mandible resections involving the chin or craniofacial resections), priority is given to pedicle flaps. It is common knowledge that the PMMF is a reliable and versatile flap for head and neck reconstructions. It is the most important reconstruction tool when microvascular reconstruction is not available and is very useful in elderly patients or those with poor clinical conditions. Deganello et al\textsuperscript{8,13} showed that compared to using alternative non-microvascular techniques in high-risk patients, the PMMF is functionally and oncologically sound, and can even be cost-effective. Even if it is one of the most commonly used flaps by the head and neck surgeons, there is still much controversy about factors that lead to complications and thus to worse outcomes following the use of PMMF\textsuperscript{3-10,12-14}. Orocutaneous and pharyngeal cutaneous fistulas are among these complications. We chose to focus on these fistulas in this study because of their high impact on morbidity.

The incidence of complications with these flaps varies from 16\% to 62\% as reported in the medical literature. Total necrosis of the flap is rare, and partial loss of the flap can conservatively be managed. Shah et al. reported that in most cases, complications were treated conservatively, while in 26\% of cases, additional surgical

\textbf{Figure 4.} Patient with T3N1M0 SCC of the floor of mouth after resection of the primary tumor with marginal mandibullectomy and reconstruction using PMMF.
procedures were required and only 2 patients needed a revision flap\(^1\).

During the last decade, there have been reports on the use of the internal mammary artery perforator flap (IMAP) for head and neck reconstructions. IMAP is a reliable pedicle flap with a wide rotation arc that can be used for cutaneous, pharyngeal and tracheostomal reconstruction. Therefore, it is becoming another essential tool for the head and neck surgeon\(^4,10,14\).

**CONCLUSIONS:**

Despite all the disadvantages of the pectoral major muscle cutaneous flap and increased use of microvascular reconstruction, PMMF flap is still an acceptable method and has many advantages. It is fast, reliable and provides safe repair and is indicated, especially where tissue bulk is needed. The use of PMMF with a concurrent deltopectoral flap incision ensures the further availability of the deltopectoral flap that can be used early on, or in the event of PMMF failure.
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